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Abstract 

This paper presents a fire resistance analysis of two-way reinforced concrete (RC) slabs. The study analyzes the effect of 

specific parameters—concrete cover thickness, span, and support conditions—on the fire resistance of the slabs. To that 

end, the slabs were exposed to Standard Fire ISO 834, and the 3D nonlinear numerical analyses were conducted in 

SAFIR2016. The results of the numerical analyses were evaluated against experimental results reported in the literature. 

The agreement between the two sets of results was satisfactory throughout the fire test. Nonetheless, to verify the obtained 

numerical results, all testing-related parameters must comply with the numerical simulation results. This comparison 

demonstrated the usefulness of numerical simulations in predicting the behavior of structures in fire conditions. In addition 

to the nonlinear numerical analysis, the fire resistance was calculated using the simplified method and tabulated data 

described in Eurocode 2 (Part 1.2) to assess the accuracy and reliability of fire safety regulations in the design of two-way 

slabs and identify significant differences between the design code and numerical analysis. The comparison showed that 

SAFIR2016 provides more accurate results by considering additional factors, such as tensile membrane forces, which 

increase the fire resistance of two-way slabs. According to the load-bearing criteria, the two-way slabs have high fire 

resistance, considerably higher than prescribed in the fire safety regulations, which ignore the positive effect of tensile 

membrane forces. According to the numerical analysis, the upper reinforcement in the compression areas of the slab's span 

was considered, which increased the fire resistance of the slabs. In contrast, according to the design codes, the contribution 

of this reinforcement is neglected. It was indicated that the increased concrete cover improves the fire resistance of the 

slabs. The vertical displacements increase by increasing the slab span, but according to the load-bearing criteria, all the 

slabs show fire resistance of over ten hours. In terms of bearing capacity, slabs with various support conditions show fire 

resistance of longer than ten hours. In terms of deflections, the supporting conditions of the slabs have a significant 

influence on their behavior. This study provides valuable insights into the fire resistance of two-way RC slabs and 

highlights the importance of considering specific parameters in the analysis. 

Keywords: Two-Way RC Slabs; Fire Resistance; 3D Analysis; SAFIR2016. 

 

1. Introduction 

In the event of a fire, floor slabs play a crucial role in separating fire compartments and preventing the spread of fire 

and smoke. As such, these slabs must be treated to withstand the prescribed time of fire exposure and maintain their 

integrity and insulation criteria [1]. The treatment should also limit thermal radiation on the unexposed side. Analyzing 

the behavior of reinforced concrete slabs under fire conditions is of paramount importance in ensuring the safety of 

occupants during a fire since reinforced concrete is commonly used in construction operations. 

The literature on the fire behavior of reinforced concrete slabs has extensively expanded over the years. The full -

scale fire tests carried out at Cardington showed that the membrane tension forces in the composite slabs have a key 
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influence on the increase in fire resistance [2]. Lim & Wade [3] studied fire-exposed floor slabs by mainly focusing 

on the influence of compressive membrane action in one-way slabs and tensile membrane action in two-way concrete 

slabs. It was found that two-way simply supported slabs have much greater fire resistance than one-way simply 

supported slabs. It was also reported that the high fire resistance of two-way slabs is due to tensile membrane action. 

Bailey and Toh [4] tested the concrete slabs at ambient and elevated temperatures. Two modes of failure were 

observed at ambient temperature, comprising fracture of the reinforcement or crushing of the concrete at the corners 

of the slab. At elevated temperatures, all the tests failed due to a fracture of the reinforcement. The reinforcement lost 

greater strength compared to the concrete in the corners of the slab, where crushing was observed in the ambient tests 

and led the reinforcement fracture to be the critical failure mode. Jiang & Li [5] numerically investigated the 

mechanism of the tensile membrane action developed in reinforced concrete slabs at large displacements and elevated 

temperatures. In that study, five failure modes of slabs initiated by the rupture of reinforcement were found depending 

on the boundary condition, reinforcement layout, and aspect ratio. It was suggested to increase the reinforcement ratio 

to enhance the effect of tensile membrane action. 

Wang et al. [6] proposed a transient strain model of concrete with a transient modulus under the biaxial stress state 

and a failure criterion to determine the fire resistance of two-way reinforced concrete slabs. The transient strain 

introduced into the concrete constitutive model enables the program to predict slab deflection and fire resistance values 

accurately. The creep strain of steel bars considerably affects the deflection of a slab at high temperatures. Hence, the 

numerical simulation should include this strain. It was found that the thermal strains of concrete and steel, particularly 

that of concrete, have a considerable effect on slab deflection and fire resistance at elevated temperatures. Greater 

thermal strains in concrete could lead to greater deflection and smaller fire resistance in the slab. Therefore, the fire 

resistance of the slab could be conservatively estimated using the thermal strain models of concrete and steel from 

Eurocode 2. Liao & Huang [7] developed a model with an excellent numerical technique to assess the structural stability 

(global behavior) and integrity (localized fracture) of reinforced concrete members in the fire. The proposed model can 

be applied to modeling localized fracture of reinforced concrete slabs under fire conditions to assess the integrity failure 

of concrete floor slabs. 

Many simplified methods have been developed to determine the ultimate load capacity of slabs exposed to fire. 

Many of which use the theory of the behavior of slabs at ambient temperature at large displacements for the case of 

exposure to high temperatures, considering only the reduction of the strength and stiffness characteristics of concrete 

and steel at high temperatures while ignoring the effects of thermal expansion and thermally induced buckling. 

Depending on the proposed methods, there is a substantial difference in the behavior and shape of the fracture of the 

slabs and the real behavior at ambient temperature and high temperatures when exposed to membrane tension forces. 

Abu et al. [8] proposed a new analytical method to determine the behavior of slabs exposed to fire that includes thermal 

and mechanical effects. For this purpose, they used the Rayleigh-Ritz variational approach from the classical slab theory 

at large displacements. This method improves the accuracy of determining displacements and membrane tension forces. 

Nonetheless, stress determination requires more accuracy. In that study, the results were compared with numerical 

modeling results using Vulcan. 

It has been demonstrated that in a fire, floor slab failure is typically characterized by significant displacements. If 

the slab is close to its limit state, residual deformations can be extended after the cooling phase, necessitating repairs. 

Therefore, the deformation or deflection of the slab must be limited to the prescribed value [2-4]. According to the ISO 

standard, the limit value for deflection is L/30, where L is the span of the slab [9]. This ensures that the slab remains 

within the safe limits of deformation during a fire incident and can be repaired afterward if necessary. 

These studies provide valuable insights into the behavior of reinforced concrete slabs in the event of a fire. 

Nonetheless, the influence of specific parameters on the fire resistance of two-way RC slabs needs further research to 

understand their behavior under fire conditions and to develop more effective fire protection strategies. In our research, 

several parameters that have been ignored in previous research were addressed to draw a more realistic picture of the 

behavior of reinforced concrete slabs in fire incidents. Furthermore, numerical 3D analyses were conducted using 

SAFIR2016 to determine the extent to which different parameters—concrete cover thickness, slab span, and support 

conditions—affect the fire resistance of two-way reinforced concrete slabs. In addition, the results obtained from the 

numerical analysis were compared with those obtained through the methods given in the design code [1]. Bearing in 

mind that the design codes of the relevant countries are used for the design of construction engineering structures from 

the impact of fire, through this work, we will give recommendations on the design of two-way reinforced concrete slabs 

according to the methods given in Eurocode [1]. At what level of safety is it, how much is conservative, and can they 

be optimized? 

Here, single-span slabs exposed to fire from the bottom side and subjected to standard fire ISO 834 until failure were 

analyzed. To compare the results, the fire resistance was also calculated using the Yield Line Theory for slabs [10], 

which takes into account the reduced tensile strength of steel at high temperatures. The temperatures in the reinforcement 

were obtained using SAFIR2016 [11], while the strength and deformation properties of the reinforcing steel at elevated 

temperatures were adopted according to the reduction coefficients provided in EN1992-1-2 [1]. In this analysis, it was 

assumed that the surface of the reinforcement is equal to the required reinforcement according to EN1992-1-1 [12]. 
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Overall, these analyses provide valuable insights into the extent to which the mentioned parameters impact the fire 

resistance of two-way reinforced concrete slabs and can help develop more effective fire protection strategies for these 

structures. 

2. Research Methodology 

First, the existing literature was reviewed to identify and organize key findings, procedures, and limitations. In the 

next step, the results of the numerical analyses were compared with experimental results reported in the literature. The 

two sets of results throughout the fire test agreed sufficiently. Then, a parametric analysis was performed on the fire 

resistance of two-way reinforced concrete slabs. The effects of concrete cover thickness, slab span, and support 

conditions on the fire resistance of two-way reinforced concrete slabs were analyzed using the methods given in 

EN1992-1-2 [1] and numerical 3D analysis in SAFIR2016. The obtained results were then analyzed, and the fire 

resistance of two-way slabs was compared according to SAFIR2016 results, a simplified method, and tabulated data 

given in EN1992-1-2 [1]. Finally, the research conclusions were summarized. The research methodology flowchart is 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The considered methodology 

3. Numerical Model 

The analysis was conducted using the finite element software SAFIR2016. The constitutive material models for 

concrete and steel were used according to EN1992-1-2 [1], while the thermal action was defined using a standard ISO 

834 fire curve. The analysis procedure required the development of two separate models with the same geometry: a 

thermal model and a structural model. The thermal model was used to analyze the transient thermal response of the 
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structure under the specified thermal loads. It takes into account the material properties and the heat transfer 

characteristics of the structure and calculates the temperature distribution and thermal gradients within the structure. 

The structural model was used to analyze the transient mechanical response of the structure under combined thermal 

and mechanical loads. It considers the thermal loads obtained from the thermal model and calculates the deformation, 

stresses, and strains within the structure. 

3.1. Thermal Model 

To perform a structural analysis of the slabs at each time interval, the output data from the thermal analysis of the 

fired elements should be employed. The finite element mesh used in the structural analysis should be compatible with 

the mesh used in the thermal analysis, hence the need for a 3D analysis. The temperature distribution and resulting 

thermal stresses can vary significantly across the thickness of the slab. 

Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional discretization of a slab for 3D thermal analysis. The thickness of the slabs is 

specified as 16 cm, and they have been discretized using 32 rectangular elements with four nodal points. This type of 

discretization ensures the accuracy of calculating temperature distributions throughout the thickness of the slab. 

 

Figure 2. Discretization of a slab cross-section for 3D thermal analysis 

In thermal analysis, heat transfer in the plane section is by conduction, and the coefficient of thermal conductivity is 

taken according to the lower curve given in EN1992-1-2 [1]. Convection coefficients αc=25 Wm-2°C-1 and αc=9 Wm-

2°C-1 are adopted for exposed and unexposed surfaces, respectively, while emissivity related to concrete surface is 

adopted as εm=0.7, according to EN1992-1-2 [1]. 

3.2. Structural Model 

The symmetry of the slabs was used in the analysis. Figure 3 shows a 3D model of a simply supported slab using 

symmetry. This model represents only one-quarter of the slab, with the other three-quarters being identical due to the 

symmetry of the problem. This model could improve the efficiency of the analysis while providing accurate results for 

the behavior of the entire slab. Overall, the use of symmetry in the analysis of two-way reinforced concrete slabs is a 

common technique to simplify the computational process and reduce the resources required while still providing 

accurate results. 

After the model was defined, the specified load and thermal conditions were applied to the slab, and the equations 

of equilibrium and compatibility using were solved via finite element analysis. The results of the analysis provided 
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information on the behavior of the slab, including its stress and strain distribution, deflection, and failure modes, under 

the specified load and thermal conditions. This information can be used to optimize the design of the slab and develop 

more effective fire protection strategies. 

 

Figure 3. The 3D model of a simply supported slab for structural analysis in SAFIR2016 

The reinforced concrete slab in SAFIR2016 is discretized using rectangular shell elements with local axes parallel 

to the global axes (Figure 4). These elements are well-suited for modeling thin, two-dimensional structures such as slabs. 

During the analysis, the rectangular shell elements were subjected to the specified loads and thermal conditions, and the 

resulting stresses and strains were calculated. The stresses and strains were then used to determine the deformation and 

failure of the slab under these conditions. Overall, the use of rectangular shell elements with local axes parallel to the 

global axes is a common approach in SAFIR2016 for discretizing and analysing reinforced concrete slabs. This method 

improves the efficiency and accuracy of the analysis of these structures under various load and thermal conditions. 

 

Figure 4. Reinforced concrete slab discretized with rectangular shell elements with local axes parallel to the global axes 

4. Verification  

4.1. Verification of the Software SAFIR2016 for Thermal Analysis of Fire-Exposed Slabs 

Figure 5 compares the temperature distribution for a 200 mm thick slab obtained with SAFIR2016 and the isotherms 

in EN1992-1-2 [1]. The diagrams show that the temperature distribution in the cross-section of the slab agrees with the 

isotherms provided in EN1992-1-2 [1]. This indicates that SAFIR2016 incorporates the recommendations given in the 

latest version of EN1992-1-2 [1]. 

The temperatures used in the analysis were calculated for a slab made of concrete with silicate aggregate, and the 

coefficient of thermal conductivity is taken according to the lower curve given in EN1992-1-2 [1]. The coefficient of 

emission is adopted at 0.7, which is a typical value for concrete. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of temperatures in a slab with a thickness of 200 mm, obtained with SAFIR2016 and the 

recommendations given in Eurocode 2, part 1-2 [1] 

Figure 6 displays the temperature distribution in the cross-section of a 100 mm thick slab over time. The temperatures 

numerically calculated were compared to experimentally obtained temperatures during a fire test of the slab [3]. The 

temperature rise over time is demonstrated for three surfaces: the exposed side (x=0 mm), the middle of the slab (x=50 

mm), and the unexposed side (x=100 mm). For the exposed side, the SAFIR2016 version estimates higher temperatures 

than the experimentally obtained values. However, the calculated temperatures show similar trends over time, which 

could be attributed to the unknown physical and mechanical properties and temperature dependence of materials. 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of temperatures calculated with SAFIR2016 with the experimentally obtained temperatures for a 100 

mm thick slab exposed to ISO fire 

The overall comparison results between numerical and experimental temperature data suggests that SAFIR2016 can 

accurately predict the temperature distribution in reinforced concrete slabs under fire conditions. This further validates 

the use of SAFIR2016 for analysing the fire resistance of reinforced concrete slabs. 

4.2. Verification of the Software SAFIR2016 for Structural Analysis of RC Slabs Exposed to Fire 

Table 1 specifies the properties of the tested flat slabs exposed to the ISO fire [3]. The comparison between numerical 

and experimental results is a crucial step in verifying the accuracy and reliability of any simulation software. The good 

agreement between the numerical simulations performed using SAFIR2016 and the experimental results obtained by 

Lim and Wade [3] (Figure 7) ensures that the software can optimally predict the behavior of reinforced concrete slabs 

under fire conditions. Nonetheless, the accuracy of the results is a factor of multiple factors, including the accuracy of 

the input parameters (material properties and boundary conditions), thus necessitating the use of realistic and accurate 

input parameters to ensure the reliability of the simulations. The performed analysis indicates that the increase in the 

concrete tensile strength reduces displacements. 
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Table 1. Tested slab properties  

Description Tested by Lim & Wade [3] 

Slab thickness, h 100 mm 

Length Lx  4.3 m 

Width Ly 3.3 m 

Support condition Simply supported 

Concrete compressive strength, fck 36 MPa 

Concrete aggregates Siliceous 

Reinforcing steel yield strength, fyk 565 MPa 

Reinforcement Ø8.7/300mm in both directions 

Concrete cover  25 mm 

Applied Load 5.4 kN/m2 

 

Figure 7. Comparison of experimentally obtained slab displacements [3] with displacements calculated with SAFIR2016 for 

different values of concrete tensile strength 

5. Results and Discussion 

Common properties of the analyzed slabs are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Slab properties 

Slab thickness, h 16 cm 

Concrete compressive strength, fck 30 MPa 

Concrete model EN 1992-1-2 

Concrete aggregates Siliceous 

Reinforcing steel yield strength, fyk 500 MPa 

Steel model (thermal and mechanical) 
Hot rolled 

(EN 1992-1-2) 

Dead load (including self-weight), gk 5.5 kN/m2 

Live load, qk 4.0 kN/m2 

Design load for normal temperature, Ed 13.425 kN/m2 

Design load in the fire situation, Ed,fi [13] 7.9 kN/m2 

5.1. The Effect of Concrete Cover according to the Simplified Method and Tabulated Data Given in EN 1992-1-2 

Table 3 specifies the adopted area of the reinforcement for the design effect of actions for normal temperature design 

[13]. The slab span is lx=ly=4 m. 
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Table 3. Main reinforcement area as a function of the different concrete cover thickness (c0) 

Span (m) Concrete cover c0=2 cm Concrete cover c0=2.5 cm Concrete cover c0=3.0 cm 

4 
Asl,x (cm2/m) Asl,y (cm2/m) Asl,x (cm2/m) Asl,y (cm2/m) Asl,x (cm2/m) Asl,y (cm2/m) 

1.65 1.65 1.72 1.72 1.80 1.80 

Figure 8 shows the fire resistance of the two-way simply supported slabs exposed to standard fire ISO834. These 

results were obtained according to the simplified method based on the "Yield Line" theory for slabs and the tabulated 

data in EN1992-1-2 [1]. The tensile strength of steel is reduced based on the reduction coefficients for the current 

temperature of the steel found in EN1992-1-2 [1]. The simplified method [1] holds that failure occurs when the 

maximum bending moment of the slabs approximates the bearing capacity of the slabs due to the action of external 

loads. High temperatures cause this capacity to decline over time. The bearing capacity of the slabs depends directly on 

the tensile strength of the reinforcement in the bottom layer, which is exposed to fire and heats up, and loses its strength 

and stiffness characteristics. 

 

Figure 8. Fire resistance of two-way simply supported slabs, with span l=4 m, according to the simplified method and 

tabulated data according to EN 1992-1-2.2004, for the concrete cover: c0=2.0 cm, c0=2.5 cm, and c0=3.0 cm 

In EN1992-1-2 [1], the fire resistance of two-way slabs depends mainly on the tensile strength of the steel, which 

decreases significantly with increasing temperature. Figure 8 and Table 4 show the influence of concrete cover thickness 

on the fire resistance of slabs: As shown, by increasing the thickness of the concrete cover, the temperature in the 

reinforcement decreases, leading to a smaller decrease in the tensile strength of the steel and the higher load capacity of 

the slabs. Figure 8 also demonstrates that concrete cover thickness linearly increases the fire resistance of the slabs. 

Increasing the concrete cover thickness by 1 cm increases the fire resistance of the slabs by 50%. 

Table 4. Fire resistance of two-way simply supported slabs, with span l=4 m, according to the simplified method and 

tabulated data of EN 1992-1-2.2004, for the concrete cover: c0=2.0 cm, c0=2.5 cm, and c0=3.0 cm 

Concrete cover c0 (cm) Axis distance a (cm) Simplified Method (min.) Tabulated data (min.) 

2.0 2.5 101 150 

2.5 3.0 127 180 

3.0 3.5 155 210 

Figure 8 and Table 4 suggest there are differences concerning the fire resistance values obtained according to the 

two methods. The simplified method yielded the smallest values compared to the tabulated data recommended by 

EN1992-1-2 [1]. 

The reduction factor of external loads at normal temperature and those in the fire situation according to EN1992-1-

2 [1] is. 
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𝜂𝑓𝑖 =
𝐺𝑘+𝜓𝑓𝑖𝑄𝑘,1

𝛾𝑘𝐺𝑘+𝛾𝑄,1𝑄𝑘,1
=

1.0×5.5+0.6×4.0

1.35×5.5+1.5×4.0
= 0.588  (1) 

For the 2-cm concrete cover and the axial distance of the reinforcement in the first direction a=2.5 cm, a fire 

resistance of 150 minutes is provided according to EN1992-1-2 [1] in tabulated data for two-way slabs. The reduction 

of the tensile strength of the reinforcement at a distance of a=2.5 cm for 150 minutes and steel temperature of θ=680°C 

is ks,θ=0.278 according to EN1992-1-2 [1] (Class N for hot rolled reinforcing steel). Since the reduction of tensile 

strength of the reinforcement is more significant than the reduction of loads for the fire situation (Equation 1) and the 

area of the adopted reinforcement equals the area of the required reinforcement Asl,prov=Asl,req, then, the resistance 

obtained by apply the simplified method is smaller than that in tabulated data found in EN1992-1-2 [1]. 

5.2. Effect of Concrete Cover according to SAFIR2016 Software 

Figure 9 shows the reinforcement schemes of the slabs in the lower and upper layers, as well as the lengths of the 

reinforcements that are modelled in the numerical calculation in SAFIR2016. Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate the properties 

of the slabs. 

 

Figure 9. Reinforcement plan of a simply supported two-way slab 

5.2.1. Thermal Response of the Slabs 

Figure 10 displays the temperature evolution in slab reinforcement, and Figure 11 illustrates the temperature 

distribution in the slab exposed to ISO 834 standard fire from the bottom side that was obtained by 3D thermal analysis. 

The thermal conductivity of concrete is typically much lower than steel. Therefore, concrete provides good thermal 

insulation to the reinforcement, allowing it to play a pivotal role in the fire resistance of reinforced concrete structures 

by aiding in limiting the temperature rise of the reinforcement and preventing strength and stiffness loss. For fire 

durations of one hour and two hours, the temperatures of 868°C and 1016°C are reached on the exposed surface of the 

slab, respectively, while in the bottom reinforcement, temperatures reach 443°C and 615°C (Figure 10). The top 

reinforcement's temperature in the slab's unexposed zone gradually increases but remains relatively low, leaving the 

load-bearing reinforcement capacity intact. 

 

Figure 100. Temperature evolution in slab reinforcement 
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Figure 11. Temperature distribution in the slab exposed to ISO 834 standard fire, obtained by 3D thermal analysis 

The insulation criteria for fire resistance is typically defined as limiting the temperature rise on the non-exposed 

surface. For a standard fire, the criterion is often set to an average temperature rise of 140°C over the entire non-exposed 

surface, with a maximum temperature rise of 180°C at any point on that surface. Assuming the ambient temperature at 

20°C, the fire resistance for reinforced concrete slabs with a thickness of 16 cm is achieved after 245 minutes (Figure 

12). 
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Figure 11. Fire resistance of the slab according to the insulation criterion 

5.2.2. Slab Deflections 

Figure 13 shows the maximal vertical displacements of the slab with span lx=ly=4 m (at point D) for different values 

of the concrete cover thickness when they are exposed to fire from the bottom side. The results are obtained by 3D 

analysis using SAFIR2016. After ten hours of exposure to fire, the slabs have reached deformations up to L/10 and have 

not lost their fire resistance due to the positive impact of membrane forces on the slabs. Figure 13 indicates that the time-

displacement curves are broken at specific points. Points (1) occurs when the stresses in the lower reinforcement in the 

x-x direction, which is closer to the fire-exposed side, reach the steel yield strength for the corresponding temperature. 

Temperatures in the lower reinforcement in the y-y direction are lower, so after the yield of the reinforcement in the x-

x direction, the role of the primary reinforcement in the lower zone is taken over by the reinforcement in the y-y direction. 

Points (2) occur when reinforcement in the y-y direction reaches the tensile strength of the steel. After this moment, the 

slab turns into a catenary. 

 

Figure 12. Influence of the concrete cover thickness on the fire resistance of the simply supported slab with span lx=ly=4m, 

according to the 3D analysis with the SAFIR2016 

Table 5 shows the fire resistance of the slabs according to the L/30 deformation criterion, as well as the deflections 

of the slabs after four hours of fire exposure. In the case of simply supported slabs, a 1 cm increase in the concrete cover 

thickness increases the fire resistance by 10%. However, after four hours of fire exposure, the increase of the concrete 

cover thickness by 1 cm reduces the deflections by 27.9%. 
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Table 5. The effect of concrete cover thickness on the deformations of the slabs with span lx=ly=4 m, the time for which the 

L/30 deflections were reached, as well as the deflections after 4 hours of fire exposure 

Concrete cover c0 (cm) 2.0 cm 2.5 cm 3.0 cm 

Time of L/30 deflections (min.) 52 55 57 

Deflections after 240 minutes (cm) 27.5 23.5 21.5 

5.2.3. Axial Forces and Bending Moments of the Slab 

Because of the symmetry of the slab to the two directions, the X-direction and Y-direction, only X-direction axial 

forces and bending moments are discussed. 

Figure 14 shows the main directions of membrane forces in the slabs over time. Along the perimeter of the slabs, 

ring-shaped compressive membrane forces occur, while tensile membrane forces occur in the span. This mechanism 

was studied by various researchers in the 1960s and 1970s. It is this mechanism that allows the two-way slab, when the 

slab loses its bending capacity and plastic hinges appear, to withstand large displacements. The slabs turn into a catenary 

and can still carry loads. 

 

Figure 13. Main directions of the membrane forces over time 

Figure 15 shows the membrane forces in the x-x direction at point D of the slab. From the diagram, it can be seen 

that the increase in membrane strength is done gradually until the 50th minute, which corresponds to the plastification 

of the top reinforcement (point 1). After this moment, the tensile membrane force decreases because the bearing capacity 

of the slab depends on the hot bottom reinforcement, whose tensile resistance decreases with the increase in temperature. 

The tensile membrane force is reduced until minute 172 (point 2), where the temperature in the bottom reinforcement is 

about 700 degrees, and the tensile resistance of the reinforcement drops to 12%. In the 240th minute, the temperature in 

the lower reinforcement reaches 792 degrees, where the reduction in the tensile strength of the reinforcement is 11%. 

 

Figure 14. Nx tensile forces over time at point D 
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Knowing that after 120 minutes, the entire force is accepted by the reinforcement, as well as knowing the area of the 

top and bottom reinforcement (Table 3), the current temperature in the reinforcement, and the coefficient of reduction 

of tensile strength in the reinforcement, then we can verify the value of obtained the tensile strength of the membrane at 

the time 172 minutes from the numerical analysis done by SAFIR2016. 

𝑁𝑥,172 = 𝐴𝑠𝑙𝑥,𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 × 𝑓𝑠𝑑,𝑓𝑖 + 𝐴𝑠𝑙𝑥,𝑡𝑜𝑝 × 𝑓𝑠𝑑,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 165 × 0.12 × 500 + 45 × 500 = 32400𝑁 = 32.4 𝑘𝑁  (2) 

Figure 16 shows the membrane forces in the x-x direction in the strip b-d over time. In the initial phase, there are 

small membrane forces in tension in the midspan as well as small membrane forces in compression in the peripheral 

part of the slab. In this phase, the loads are resisted by bending (Figure 17). After 30 minutes, pronounced tensile 

membrane forces in the 1.5m strip width and compressive membrane forces in the 0.5m strip width are presented. From 

the 30th minute, the slab resisted the vertical load only through the membrane forces, while the bending moments 

reached 0 (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 15. Nx forces at strip B-D over time 

 

Figure 16. Slab bending moments about X-axis over time at point D 

5.2.4. Concrete and Reinforcement Stresses 

With the symmetry of the slab to the two directions – the X and Y directions – only the X-direction axial concrete 

and reinforcement stresses are discussed. 

Figure 18 shows the concrete compressive stresses in the x-x direction over time on the section at point D, obtained 

by numerical analysis through the SAFIR2016 software. The compressive stresses in the slab are affected by both the 

action of vertical loads and the fire from the bottom side. The vertical loads cause bending in the slab, leading to 

compressive stresses in the upper fibers. Meanwhile, the fire causes nonlinear temperature and thermal expansions 

change, leading to thermal stresses in the slab. The fulfilments of Bernoulli's hypothesis is a prerequisite for slabs with 
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a high span-to-depth ratio, suggesting that that plane cross sections must remain plane. This forms compressive stresses 

in the bottom fibers from mechanical dilatations. The stresses from the temperature change are more pronounced in the 

first 30 minutes of the fire when the stiffness of the element is greater. As the fire continues, the slab experiences 

membrane forces in traction in the span and compression in the perimeter, which eventually leads to the slab working 

entirely in tension after 120 minutes. At this point, the compressive stresses in the concrete are equal to zero, and the 

entire load is accepted by the reinforcement. The slab becomes catenary in shape, with the reinforcement providing the 

necessary support Figure 19. 

 

Figure 17. Concrete compressive x-x stresses over time at point D 

 

Figure 18. Stresses in x-x reinforcement over time at point D 

Figure 19 shows the tensile reinforcement stresses in the x-x direction over time on the section at point D, obtained 

by numerical analysis. For the cold upper reinforcement, a typical "𝜎 − 𝜀" diagram is obtained for steel at ambient 

temperature, while for the heated lower reinforcement, an apparent stress drop occurs, which is the result of the reduction 

in the tensile strength of the steel. If the values are expressed as a percentage of the current load capacity of the steel, it 

will be noted that they are close to the yield strength of the steel Figure 20. 
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Figure 19. Stresses in x-x reinforcement over time at point D expressed as a % of the current value of the yield strength of 

the steel 

The top reinforcement, although secondary, increases the fire resistance of slabs if placed along the entire slab span. 

The better behavior of the slabs can be related to the activation of the top secondary reinforcement to resist the membrane 

forces:when the vertical displacements are extremely large, and the slab works like a catenary. 

5.3. Comparison of Fire Resistance to Two-Way Slabs according to SAFIR2016, the Simplified Method, and 

Tabulated Data Given in EN 1992-1-2 

Table 6 compares the fire resistance values of slabs obtained according to SAFIR2016, the simplified method, and 

tabulated data given in EN1992-1-2 [1]. This software provides more accurate results by considering additional factors, 

such as tensile membrane forces (Figure 14 and Figure 16), to increase the fire resistance of two-way slabs. Nonetheless, 

the simplified method and tabulated data provided in EN1992-1-2 [1] are still useful for initial design and quick 

assessments, as they are more conservative and on the safe side. It is recommended to use the 3D analysis for more 

detailed and accurate assessments, especially for critical structures. 

Table 6. Fire resistance of two-way simply supported slabs, with span lx=ly=4m, according to SAFIR2016, simplified method 

and tabulated data according to EN 1992-1-2.2004, for the concrete cover: c0=2.0 cm, c0=2.5 cm, and c0=3.0 cm 

Concrete cover c0 (cm) Axis distance a (cm) Simplified Method (min.) Tabulated data (min.) SAFIR2016 (min.) 

2.0 2.5 101 150 >600 

2.5 3.0 127 180 >600 

3.0 3.5 155 210 >600 

5.4. Effect of Slab Span according to SAFIR2016 

Table 7 specifies the adopted area of the reinforcement for the design effect of actions for normal temperature design. 

Table 7. Main reinforcement area as a function of the different slab span (lx=ly) 

Span lx=ly (m) 
Concrete cover thickness c0=2cm 

Asl,x (cm2/m) Asl,y (cm2/m) 

4 1.65 1.65 

5 2.50 2.50 

6 3.78 3.78 

Figure 21 shows the vertical displacements (at point D) of two-way slabs with different spans and a concrete cover 

of 2cm. Figure 21 indicates that with the increase of span, the vertical displacements also increase; therefore, according 

to the criterion of acceptable displacements L/30, the fire resistance decreases although insignificantly since with the 

increase of the slab span, the value of the allowed deformations increases. Figure 21 and Table 8 indicate that according 
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to the criterion of allowed deformations L/30, with the increase of the slab span by one meter, the fire resistance 

decreases by 6%. After four hours of fire action, from the obtained results, it can be seen that the maximum deformations 

in the slabs have a value of about L/15. After ten hours of exposure to fire, the slabs reached deformations up to L/10 

and maintained their fire resistance due to the positive impact of membrane forces on the slabs. 

 

Figure 20. Influence of the slab span on fire resistance of simply supported slab according to 3D analysis with SAFIR2016 

and according to the simplified method and tabulated data 

Table 8. The effect of slab span on the deformations, the time for which the L/30 deformations were reached, as well as the 

deformations for the time t=240 minutes 

Span lx=ly (m) 4 5 6 

Time of L/30 deflections (min.) 52 49 47 

Deflections after 240 minutes (cm) 27.5 34 40 

According to the ultimate state criterion, all the slabs showed resisted fire for over ten hours. According to the 

simplified method, they lost resistance at the same time because the initial stresses in the reinforcement for all the slabs 

were the same, as well as the reduction in the tensile strength of the reinforcement for the same concrete cover. Also, 

according to the tabulated data, the slabs with different spans display equal fire resistance because the concrete cover is 

equal for all three cases. 

5.5. Effect of the Effect of Support Conditions on the Fire Resistance of Two-Way Slabs 

Figure 22 shows the support conditions for two-way slabs with span lx=ly=5 m and concrete cover c0=2.0 cm, 

analyzed using SAFIR2016. The provided area of the primary reinforcement in the top and bottom zone for all slabs is 

equal to the required reinforcement (Table 9). The length of the main top reinforcement has been adopted according to 

the recommendations given in EN1992-1-2 [1]. The anchorage length must be added to the reinforcement length of the 

top zone, as shown in Figure 22. 

Table 9. Main reinforcement area as a function of support conditions 

Reinforcement Area (cm2/m) 
Slab 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 

Span Asl,x 2.59 2.30 1.87 1.80 1.57 1.25 

Span Asl,y 2.59 1.90 1.25 1.80 1.31 1.25 

Support Asl’,x  3.75 3.00 3.00 2.57 2.15 

Support Asl’,y    3.00 2.28 2.15 
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Figure 21. Support conditions of analyzed two-way slabs with span lx=ly=5m and concrete cover c0=2.0 cm 

Note that the anchorage length is necessary to ensure that the reinforcement can develop its full strength and transfer 

the loads to the concrete. The length of the anchorage is dependent on several factors, such as the diameter of the 

reinforcement, the strength of the concrete, and the bond strength between the reinforcement and the concrete [14-18]. 

The design of the anchorage length should follow the guidelines given in the relevant design code, such as [1, 12], to 

ensure the safe and efficient transfer of loads between the reinforcement and the concrete. 

Figure 23 shows the maximal vertical displacements of the slabs with various support conditions. All slabs have a 

span of lx=ly=5 m and a concrete cover thickness of c0=2 cm. In terms of bearing capacity, all slabs showed fire resistance 

of higher than ten hours. Table 10 shows that in terms of deflections, the supporting conditions of the slabs have a 

significant influence on their behavior. The slab with simply supported edges (S1) has the highest deflection under fire 

conditions, while the slab with fixed edges (S6) has the lowest deflection since fixed edges prevent slab rotation and 

thus increase stiffness and decrease deflection under fire conditions. The time to reach L/30 displacements in the slab 

fixed on four edges (S6) is almost three times greater compared to the slab simply supported on four edges (S1). Also, 

the deflections of the slabs after 4 hours, which is the maximum time required for fire resistance of these elements 

according to fire safety regulations, in the case of the S6 slab, are about 60% smaller than in the case of the S1 slab. The 

slab with one edge simply supported and one fixed edge has intermediate deflection between the two extreme cases. 

This is because the fixed edge still provides some resistance to rotation, but not as much as two fixed edges. It is 

important to consider the effects of support conditions on slab behavior under fire conditions, as it can significantly 

affect the overall performance of the structure. 
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Figure 22. Vertical displacements in two-way slabs for different support conditions and fire from the bottom side 

Table 10. Main reinforcement area as a function of support conditions 

Slab S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 

Time of L/30 deflections (min.) 49 67 92 89 113 136 

Deflections after 240 minutes (cm) 34.0 26.4 22.9 24.0 21.3 20.0 

6. Conclusions 

Below are the conclusions drawn from this study. The application of these conclusions to the design of reinforced 

concrete slabs can significantly increase the fire safety of buildings. 

 In two-way, simply supported slabs exposed to fire from the bottom side, by increasing the span, the vertical 

displacements increase. This is while, according to the load-bearing criteria, the two-way slabs have high fire 

resistance, much higher than the permissible level mentioned in the fire safety regulations. The high load-bearing 

capacity in fire conditions can be attributed to the initiated membrane tensile forces that are more pronounced at 

larger vertical displacements. According to the criterion of allowed deformations L/30, with the increase of the 

slab span by one meter, the fire resistance decreases by 6%. After four hours of fire action, the maximum 

deformations in the slabs reached L/15. 

 Increasing the concrete cover thickness in two-way, simply supported slabs can indeed improve their fire resistance 

by providing additional protection to the reinforcing steel against high temperatures during the fire. The concrete 

cover acts as a thermal insulator, slowing down the transfer of heat from the fire to the reinforcement. According 

to the L/30 deflection criterion, increasing the concrete cover thickness by 1 cm increases the fire resistance by 

10%. After 4 hours of fire exposure, the increase in the concrete cover thickness of 1 cm reduces the deflections 

by 27.9%. However, this increase in fire resistance is limited, and the excessive increase in the concrete cover 

thickness may not be practical. Therefore, while increasing the concrete cover thickness can improve the fire 

resistance of two-way slabs, it should be done within practical limits by following structural, construction, and 

durability considerations. 

 If two-way slabs are analyzed according to the simplified method based on the Yield Line Theory of slabs, the 

concrete cover thickness linearly increases the fire resistance of the slab. According to this method, increasing the 

concrete cover thickness by 1 cm increases the fire resistance of the slabs by 50%. The span does not affect the 

fire resistance because the simplified method does not include the influence of membrane tensile forces, which are 

more pronounced at larger vertical displacements and increase the load-bearing capacity of the slab. 

 Two-way slabs exposed to fire from the bottom side have better fire performance when they are fixed on all four 

sides. This is because reducing the number of fixed sides increases the vertical displacements in the span and 

decreases the fire resistance in terms of deflections. If the slab is fixed on two sides, better behavior is achieved 

when the fixation is on two opposite sides than on two adjacent sides. The time to reach L/30 displacements in the 

slab fixed on four edges is almost three times greater than the case in which the slab is simply supported on four 

edges. The deflections of the slabs after four hours, which is the maximum time required for fire resistance of 

these elements according to fire safety regulations, in the case of the slab fixed on all four sides, are about 60% 

smaller than in the case of the simply supported slab. 
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 The top reinforcement, although secondary, if placed along the entire slab span, increases the fire resistance of 

slabs. The reason for the better behavior of the slabs is the activation of the top secondary reinforcement to resist 

the membrane forces, when the vertical displacements are extremely large, and the slab works like a catenary. 

 The fire safety regulations usually prescribe conservative values for the fire resistance of structural elements, which 

may lead to overdesign and unnecessary costs. Therefore, it is recommended to perform a detailed analysis of the 

behavior of reinforced concrete two-way slabs in fire conditions to optimize the design and increase the fire safety 

of the building. 
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